CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

5.1 Conclusions

Based on the result of the study a number of conclusions could be stated. Those are:

1. The English material which is appropriate to STAKPN students is English reading materials that related to theological context and their field study.
2. STAKPN students needed English reading materials because they wanted to improve their ability in reading and master reading skill. By mastering this skill will help them to read theological resources which are written in English. So, their knowledge in theology field will be increased.

5.2 Suggestions

In order to accommodate the findings, the suggestion are given to the following:

1. English lecturers are suggested to develop English reading materials based on students’ needs and their field study in theological context.
2. English lecturers are suggested to create their own materials to use in teaching English course because it will be easier for students to learn them to encourage their reading mastery.